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Wall Street Journal, "Favorite Books of the Year 2013"Cosmopolitan, "Best Books of the Year for
Women"Library Journal, "Best Books of 2013"Salon, "Best Books of 2013""Haunting... more
than a beautifully written memoir. [A] powerful and raw love letter."―The Washington PostA
BLAZINGLY PASSIONATE MEMOIR OF IDENTITY AND LOVE: WHEN A CHARISMATIC AND
TROUBLED YOUNG WOMAN DIES TRAGICALLY, HER IDENTICAL TWIN MUST STRUGGLE
TO SURVIVEChrista Parravani and her identical twin, Cara, were linked by a bond that went
beyond siblinghood, beyond sisterhood, beyond friendship. Raised up from poverty by a
determined single mother, the gifted and beautiful twins were able to create a private haven of
splendor and merriment between themselves and then earn their way to a prestigious college
and to careers as artists (a photographer and a writer, respectively) and to young marriages.
But, haunted by childhood experiences with father figures and further damaged by being raped
as a young adult, Cara veered off the path to robust work and life and in to depression, drugs
and a shocking early death.A few years after Cara was gone, Christa read that when an identical
twin dies, regardless of the cause, 50 percent of the time the surviving twin dies within two years;
and this shocking statistic rang true to her. "Flip a coin," she thought," those were my chances of
survival." First, Christa fought to stop her sister's downward spiral; suddenly, she was struggling
to keep herself alive.Beautifully written, mesmerizingly rich and true, Christa Parravani's account
of being left, one half of a whole, and of her desperate, ultimately triumphant struggle for survival
is informative, heart-wrenching and unforgettably beautiful.

“Haunting...more than a beautifully written memoir. [A] powerful and raw love letter.” ―The
Washington Post“Her instantly became my reading obsession....Parravani tackles her potentially
melodramatic material with forthrightness and a flair for the darkly comic, while also remaining
witchily true to the romantic uncanniness of twinhood. The tone she strikes is brashly ghoulish
and heart twanging, the route through her past artfully circuitous. Her invites obsessional reader
behavior because Parravani has the ability to make life, even at its worst, feel magic-tinged and
vital and lived all the way down to the bone. She spins out of her dire experiences an enthralling
story laced with weird luck and coincidences....The final sentence, honest to god, made me cry.”
―Heidi Julavits, Bookforum“Parravani succeeds in 'writing Cara back to life' and saving her own
life in the process. No punches are pulled here, and Parravani's matter-of-fact tone does nothing
to shield readers from the enormity of her loss....Imagine looking in a mirror and not seeing
yourself. Imagine living the rest of your life with half of yourself missing. Imagine looking at your
own corpse. You don't have to imagine: Parravani's story makes it all clear.” ―Library Journal
(Starred)“Concise and captivating, Parravani's prose paints her phoenix-like transformation such
that the reader feels the flames of her fire. A poignant, book-arcing metaphor illustrates Christa's



battle to accept herself with a mirror-image. Raw and unstoppable, Her illuminates the triumph of
the human spirit – both individual and shared.” ―Booklist (Starred)“Christa Parravani powerfully
transforms her anguish over the traumatic death of her troubled identical sister into the
astonishing Her.” ―Vanity Fair“A photographer and identical twin tells the intimately delineated,
raw story of her beloved sister...a finely wrought achievement of grace, emotional honesty, and
self-possession.” ―Publishers Weekly“Christa Parravani's new memoir, Her, is a glimpse into the
most intimate chambers of the identical twin relationship...Her is a tribute to the truly beloved, as
well as a celebration of the push-and-pull between sisters.” ―The Oregonian“Moving…just the
right balance of joyous, melancholic and bitter. [We sometimes read memoir hoping] for a small
glimpse into the inside of someone else's reality in all its messy glory. With humility and an
unbreakable love and respect for her other half, Christa Parravani allows us that in droves.”
―20somethingreads.com“Full of headlong energy, Christa Parravani's HER is reckless yet
delicate, familiar yet otherworldly, precise yet with the soul of a fairytale, and deeply moving in
surprising ways.” ―Nick Flynn, author of Another Bullshit Night in Suck City and The Ticking is
the Bomb“The best memoirs should come with a warning label, the kind that makes you take a
deep breath before you open the cover. Her announces its challenges immediately while also
establishing the voice that will pull you through the darkness of loss, memory and expiation.
Suddenly bereft, twinless, distrusting the talent that has been her mainstay and questioning
what it means to be a survivor, Christa Parravani carries us with her into the excavation of what it
means to keep living, a lost twin and a woman digging herself out of her sister's loss. That she
comes out the other side is never predictable--merely miraculous.” ―Dorothy Allison, author of
Bastard Out of Carolina“Out of a maelstrom of love, loss, and grief comes this beautiful clear-
eyed memoir, one that reveals the power and peril of twinhood even as it explores ideas that
affect us all: Why are we drawn to what may destroy us? What makes us hurt the ones we love?
And when we experience tragedy, how do we keep grief from eating us alive? With a
photographer's sharp eye and a gifted writer's penetrating insight, Parravani writes about being
torn apart and then about piecing her life back together, brilliantly illuminating along the way
what it means to be a sister, a daughter, a wife, an artist, and--ultimately, and triumphantly--
herself.” ―Julie Orringer, author of The Invisible Bridge“Christa Parravani's exploration of her
relationship to her troubled identical twin sister is deeply thoughtful, lyrical, even magical. As she
struggles for identity amid her sister's suffering, Parravani's own strength and talents emerge.
There is rarely much redemption in losing the people we love, but Parravani transforms her pain
into true beauty on the page.” ―Kerry Cohen, author of Loose Girl: A Memoir of Promiscuity“In
this powerful memoir about the death of her identical twin and its impact on her own life, Christa
Parravani explores what it means to be a woman of creative spirit as few writers have. I couldn't
stop looking at the photograph on the cover, wondering what it would be like to be as close to
another person as these sisters were to each other. An intense reading journey, an inspiring
book.” ―Julie Metz, author of The New York Times bestselling Perfection“Christa Parravani's
lyrical, no-nonsense Her ranks with the best American memoirs of the decade. This



incandescent story of loving and losing one's twin is an uncompromising love poem to the joys
and dangers of shared identity, and an unforgettable treatise on addiction, trauma, survival, and
triumph.” ―Jayne Anne Phillips, author of Lark and Termite and Machine Dreams“Christa
Parravani writes with extraordinary emotional honesty about being a twin and losing that beloved
other self, and with equally remarkable candor about being an artist and about marriage, grief
and much more. I have never read a book that so directly engaged the perils and exaltations of
being a female. The scenes between the sisters in this book are breathtaking. And Christa's
difficulty looking in the mirror after the death of her identical twin becomes the reader's desire to
see him or herself, and the world, more sensitively. A fine and rare book.” ―Alice Elliott Dark,
author of In the Gloaming and Think of England“The courage it must have taken Christa
Parravani to write the memoir Her took my breath away. Not only did she confront, headfirst and
with clear eyes, the story of her identical twin's brutal rape and subsequent death spiral, but she
had to, in essence, swallow her twin in order to summon the exquisite writer lying dormant within
herself. The result is both a gripping tale of horror and redemption and a brilliant study of
dichotomies, as only an identical twin adept at toggling between brain hemispheres could
convey: dark versus light, Thanatos versus Eros, good versus evil, love versus hate, and every
shade of gray, red, and crazy in between. I unreservedly loved this book.” ―Deborah Copaken
Kogan, author of Shutterbabe and The Red BookAbout the AuthorChrista Parravani is the
bestselling author of Her: A Memoir. She has taught at Dartmouth College, UMass Amherst,
SUNY Purchase, and West Virginia University, where she served as an Assistant Professor of
Creative Nonfiction. She earned her MFA in Visual Art from Columbia University and her MFA in
Creative Writing from Rutgers-Newark.
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Patricia, “Twins torn apart. A pair of identical twins and one dies (overdose) - her name was Cara
- and the survivor (Christa) has to face life without her other half. These young women grew up
in a dysfunctional home and clung to each other for support. Their mother - a good woman who
could not pick good men - tried her best to shield them from the abusive men she married. But it
left these two beautiful, educated young women emotionally unstable. They both married young
(far too young emotionally) and I feel for the young men they married - surely they had no idea
what they were getting into. Cara is pushed over the edge by a brutal rape from which she never
recovers. She spirals down into drug addictions and mental illness. Her sister cannot save her
and when she catches her shooting up in her house she puts her out. Cara goes home to her
mother and tries to put her life together but eventually overdoses. Christa is devastated and grief
and shock push her over the edge emotionally. She reels from promiscuity to drugs to rehab for
several years but ultimately she does get her act together and you have to admire her courage
for climbing out of such a deep hole.The writing is beautiful, but the book zigzags back in forth
chronologically so I sometimes lost my bearings. I was about to give up on this surviving sister
as it appeared she had really gone off the deep edge. But somehow she stabilizes and
remarries and has a daughter. I hope she finds peace and happiness in the rest of her life to
counterbalance the first part.”

sooz, “So disturbingly well done that it's one of only a handful of books in my life that I did not
finish reading.. I'm a mother of twins, acutely aware of the indescribable bond between them (I
was also co-president of the largest Mothers of Twins club in the US, so I know hundreds of sets
of twins and their parents).The way these identical twin sisters saw themselves and each other,
the huge differences only they saw between them, is immensely heightened between twins than
siblings.This description of one twin unraveling and its effect on the once very healthy twin made
me think of all the sets of identical twins I know, and some of the dramatic interplay between
them, both positive and negative. I've seen it among sets of triplets, too, where two-against-one
was taken to extremes.My sons are extremely close emotionally, but ten hours apart
geographically--yet, about once a month, they each drive five hours each way to meet in the
middle and, in their case, participate together in a sport they both love.The thought of anything
happening to one of them is horrifying on infinite levels--but this book made me think about how
the "surviving" twin would be impacted emotionally. I couldn't tolerate the sheer fear it brought
out in me, and I had to put the book down.Although I have a mother-of-twins' unique perspective
on this story, I don't think I would have reacted so viscerally had the story not been told with
superb writing, an intense grasp of timing & unfolding,..the story would be upsetting in itself but,
written differently, I don't think it would have been so deeply disturbing.If you do not have
identical twins, this will give you a tremendous insight into how seemingly identical physical
bodies can be wildy different emotionally and spiritually.”



Yoga mom, “Truth, and Beauty.. I am probably not going to be able to finish this book. I didn't
plan to buy it. I was a college classmate with Crista, Cara , and Jedediah... Writers together; and
while Cara and Jed and I had more classes together, C & C were always together. From every
thing i know- this is the Truest memoir I have ever read.My mother didn't want me to read it. I
couldn't not. It is impeccably written. It cuts like a knife and EVERY page has a turn of phrase I
admire enough to dog-ear... as an artist.I bragged to my mother about how this was no big deal
to read... "It's so well written, it doesn't feel like anything."Sadly, there are many commonalities
(other than twinship) between what they endured and episodes (similar
tragedies...unfortunately )in my own life, that cause me to identify as well as remember with love
and tears, these beautiful women. C & C.Christa Parravani's writing is diamond sharp and clear.
And beautiful. And heartbreaking.I confess I didn't finish it yet.I got to the scene when Christa
washes her sister after that horrifically brutal attack, and that is when they became again not
people in a book..But people I knew to be Generous, kind, always always always compassionate
to everyone who crossed their path (as far as I ever saw.)I had to put the book down. I don't
know when I can pick it back up. But.This is not about knowing the author or subject. This is an
amazingly well-written memoir. Anyone who thinks it confusing should re-read what Christa
writes about using Cara's words and work as well as her own.”

itsmeLB, “Haunting Read, Especially for a Twin. I was intrigued to read this book after seeing a
review in a magazine (Cosmo maybe?). I'm a fraternal twin and the just the thought of something
happening to my sister starts to rip my heart in half, so from the perspective of an identical twin I
knew this would be an intense read.I loved that the book alternated between Christa's words and
Cara's words, as Cara left behind pages with bits of their life in her eyes before she died. This
book is not for the light hearted: the scene where Cara is raped is written in her words and I had
to put the book down a few times because it was so disturbing and absolutely broke my heart.
The codependence the girls feel towards each other and through the men in their lives is such a
twisted and beautiful dynamic. You feel for Christa as she falls down the same rabbit hole as
Cara following Cara's death, and feel her longing to join her sister through her choices, her
actions, and her words.This isn't a book that I could read in one sitting. I bought it before a long
plane ride, assuming I'd take the time to read the whole thing, but it gets very intense and I found
myself comparing the emotions in the book to my own towards my twin and had to stop multiple
times. At the same time, I would recommend this book to twins and single siblings alike. The
story ends on a beautiful note of hope and will have you running to your family and friends to
give them hugs and tell them how much you love them.”

mimi88, “Heart warming memoirs. I first saw this book in the sunday times magazine, so got on
Amazon to order it as was intrigued by it. (I have not read all of the book entirely yet) what I have
read up to- it is a very heart warming, true story of a surviving twin that goes through mixtures of
emotions, and deals with the loss of her sister and has to come to terms with living her life



without her. It seems very real and raw and I am enjoying the book, it is an interesting book to
read and a different take on twins.Mimi88 xx”

jb, “Twin,life,love ,loss. Very heartfelt about twin love life and loss and a good read for anyone
who has been in a similar situation”

A. Weitz, “The best memoir I have ever read. The best memoir I have ever read. Powerfully,
emotionally written.  Made me cry many times.  Christa Parravani gives the reader her all!”

The book by Dr. Laura Markham has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 319 people have provided
feedback.
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